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Abstract
Store loyalty has been regarded as a vital tool for achieving success in retail business and it is
probably for this reason that store loyalty has been explored and examined from various viewpoints
over the decades. Yet, the conceptual terrain of store loyalty and the factors which affect its shape,
nature and intensity still lack clarity. Nourishing and nurturing loyalty gets even more imperative
when one thinks of the economic uncertainty that prevails in almost every quarter of businesses
across the globe. It is important for retailers to comprehend the concept of store loyalty and
consumer behavioural factors which retain the potential of affecting and altering it favourably or
unfavourably. Present study endeavours to delineate store loyalty in the context of retail industry
and explore various theories of consumer behaviour in order to obtain an understanding of factors
affecting store loyalty. It offers a glimpse into the theoretical realms of store loyalty with an intention
to underline those behaviours and predispositions of customers which exert an impact over the form
of loyalty they display towards a retail store.
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Introduction
Recent times h ard on almost all the economies of the world and countries were seen
struggling to balance their economic climate by all means. Turbulence in economy of a country gets
most prominently evident in the drop in significant facets of economy such as employment, per
capita income and therefore, consumption. Customers' confidence reaches at a low point where no
amount of marketing efforts and product innovation can reinstitute their trust in the market. Such
turbulent times, also known as recession, could take a toll on any well- established company if not
managed properly. Economic recession underlines the importance of strengthening customer
loyalty to a remarkable extent since a customer is bound to re-evaluate their buying behaviour in the
face of decreasing incomes and uncertain times. Customers are also likely to develop a significantly
different attitude towards their consumption related needs and decisions during recession. Flatters &
Willmott (2009) pointed that there are four key trends which determine consumer behaviour during
recession:

Customer insistence on simplicity
Consciousness about for ethical governance of business
Willingness to save
Tendency to switch

In addition to these trends, customers' zone of tolerance getting narrower, less leniency against
service failures, demand for personalized services are some other characteristics of consumer
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behaviour in recession. Retailers must identify these trends during recession post-recession
period since the recession p consumer behaviour tend to persist during recovery period
and beyond Hence, it is be aware of consumer behaviour to ensure s
service and to ret customers.
Store loyalty plays a significant role in the context of retail and other location based industries since
customers are more likely to develop the habit of visiting an outlet most convenient to reach at and
therefore, to assess the service quality on the basis of their interactions with the personnel at a
particular store. Anic and Radas (2006); Ray and Chiagouris (2009) posited that store loyalty holds
great significance in the context of retail business success. Anic and Radas (2006) pointed that the
concept of store loyalty has been examined many times during the last few decades but the way true
store loyalty is developed and maintained is still an unanswered question. Thus, it is important to
comprehend the dynamics of store loyalty in order to develop and sustain the loyalty of customers
who visit a store. The extant literature offers a number of frameworks which explore the conceptual
domain of store loyalty and explain consumer behaviour with special reference to customers' loyalty
towards a store.

According to East (1997) consumers' store loyalty can be construed at both micro and macro levels.
Macro level entails countries' retail structure, geographical characteristics and cultural traditions
whereas micro level covers social and psychological factors which affect shopping. Macro variables
are generally capable of manipulating micro variables. In order to enhance the conceptual
understanding of store loyalty, a comprehensive review of its theoretical realms has been presented
in the following sections:

Bustos-Reyes and González-Benito (2008) regarded loyalty as a complex concept and argued that
despite being a subject of wide investigation over the decades customer loyalty still lacks any best
definition and measurement. Dick and Basu (1994) perceived loyalty as an amalgamation of strong
relative attitude and high repeat patronage. The most well accepted and cited definition of loyalty
was given by Oliver (1999) who suggested that “loyalty is a deeply held commitment to re buy or re-
patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-
brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the
potential to causes switching behaviour” (p. 34.). According to Reichheld (2003) loyalty stands for
“willingness of someone – a customer, an employee, a friend – to make an investment or personal
sacrifice in order to strengthen a relationship” (p. 3). He further suggested that loyalty has an
important role in business growth as it involves staying with a particular supplier who offers value to
a customer though, not at the best available price.
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Anic (2006) ascertained that marketers are keen on the drivers of customer loyalty and their practical
usage to achieve greater store performance. Ray and Chiagouris (2009); Sreedhara et al. (2010)
opined that retaining a customer demands less marketing effort and resources in comparison to
acquire a new one because a loyal customer has lower price sensitivity (Tsai et al., 2010), and more
willingness to recommend the company thereby, bringing in new business (Bove and Johnson 2009;
Reichheld, 2003; Tsai et al., 2010). Anic and Radas (2006) noted that marketers in food retailing
industry find it hard to acquire and retain loyal customers due to low switching costs and availability
of several alternatives.

Bloemer and Ruyter (1998) described store loyalty as a non random behavioural response to one
store from a set of stores which a decision making unit expresses over time and which can be
considered as a function of psychological (decision making and evaluative) processes leading to
brand commitment. East et al. (1995) opined that store loyalty is a propensity to make use of the store
where propensity could be explained as customer's attitude towards store or his intention to visit the
store under favourable circumstances. Knox and Denison (2000) described store loyalty as a
customer's proclivity to patronize a particular store or store chain over time. Anic and Radas (2006)
argued that store loyalty comprises of consumer attitudes, buying intentions and real buying
behaviour.
Evanschitzky et al. (2006); Bustos-Reyes and González-Benito (2008) noted that most researches
describe store loyalty as a multidimensional concept consisting behavioural and attitudinal factors.
Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) termed customer's psychological attitude towards brand or store
attitudinal loyalty. Ehrenberg (1988) opined that behavioural loyalty can be seen in customer's past
patronage and potential repeat patronage in the future. Yavas and Babakus (2009) pointed that both,
attitudinal and behavioural loyalty are significant to the understanding of customer long term
relationships.
Oliver (1999); Tsai et al. (2010) identified two types of store loyalty: long – term and short – run
loyalty. They suggested that short – term loyalty which can be measured through word – of – mouth
behaviour and complaints, accompanies greater tendency of switching to another supplier than long
– term loyalty which can be divided into four phases: cognitive, affective, conative and active
loyalty. According to Reid and Min (2008) this model underlines the intensity of customer loyalty
which should be perceived in terms of intensity level and continuity instead of categorical terms like
customer purchases.

Enis and Paul (1970); Tate (1961) elaborated upon the theory of limited resources which suggests
store loyalty to be fundamentally negative and an outcome of limited resources such as money, time
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and transport. Tate (1961) opined that customers having limited choice of stores due to lack of
transport are compelled to shop in single store and thus, they are constrained to be loyal. East et al.
(1997) argued that limited earnings increase a customer's readiness to visit more than one shop to
obtain best value for money leading to reduced store loyalty.
Theory of discretionary store loyalty (Dunn and Wrigley, 1984) established that in large and all-
inclusive super markets store loyalty is often reflected one stop shopping which implies that the
ownership of right resources amplifies store loyalty. East et al. (1997) assumed that discretionary
loyalty is an adaptation to circumstances of customer segments and this theory does not suggest
antipathies to brands and shopping. There might be a store loyalty situation which can be explained
with more than one theory. For example, there may be a customer segment which is loyal to a
particular store because they dislike shopping (negative lifestyle theory) as well as one stop
shopping help them in reducing discomfort level (discretionary loyal customers). Following is a
brief account of some of the most important theories which postulate and present different
standpoints of the concept and dynamics of store loyalty:

Fox and Hoch (2005) posited that cherry picking behaviour, a widely practiced phenomenon among
customers, can be described through theory of limited resources. East (1997) argued that customers
with limited earnings are disposed to patronize more than one store in order to seek out best value for
money. However, such behaviour diminishes store loyalty. Fox and Hoch (2005) explained cherry
picking behaviour as selective buyer behaviour which determines products and services, their
locations and prices which customers choose. Levy and Weitz (2004) ascertained that cherry –
pickers can be seen as price sensitive customers who buy products on discounts only during a store
visit. Fox and Hoch (2005) suggested that customers with higher switching tendencies get more
cherry picking opportunities than those who choose to remain loyal to a particular store. He further
noted that itinerant costs of moving from store to store come out to be similar to the costs of store
loyalty.
Burdett and Malueg (1981); Carlson and McAfee (1984); Fox (2005) suggested to use multi-store
shopping theory to explain cherry picking. Fox and Hoch (2005) posited that multi – store theory
submits that despite getting to pay lower prices for products after visiting multiple stores instead of a
single store, customers' cost of shopping increases remarkably due to additional store visit which
involves costs such as extra planning, travel distance and time spent on shopping and checking out. It
implies that customers with high time costs might not be interested in looking for better prices. Fox
and Hoch (2005) affirmed that long shopping list is most likely to result in customer patronizing
numerous stores because total savings of cherry picking rise in case of purchasing more items on
discounts. This can be relevant for large households which have a propensity to purchase large
basket size and higher price sensitivity.

Cherry Picking Behaviour
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Household ProductionTheory

Undermanning Theory

InferenceTheory

Baker et al. (2002) underlined the direct effects of time, effort and psychic costs on store patronage
intentions. Household production theory (Gary, 1993) asserts that customers allot time, money and
effort in utility producing activities due to their households' constraints of income and available
time. Baltas (2010) opined that various household production activities vie for the limited time out of
work. This theory takes monetary and non-monetary factors into consideration and affirms that the
most essential constraint is limited availability of time as time is a vital variable in most of the
customer decisions related to shopping and advantages of shopping activities are balanced against
its time costs. Elder people may visit less stores for shopping because of their desire to reduce
physical and mental effort which implies that they might not be willing to visit many stores despite
having lower time costs. According to Baltas (2010) from the gender point of view, women have a
tendency to seek uniqueness and lesser negative reaction to waiting time at a store than men. Grewal
et al. (2003) advised that waiting for service in retail store might generate customer dissatisfaction
thereby creating negative impact on store patronage behaviour. Retail customers tend to guesstimate
the duration they have to wait for before deciding to wait. Baker et al. (2002); Grewal et al. (2003)
informed that in case customers feel they will have to spend a lot of time in a particular store, they
may decide to ignore merchandise value or interpersonal service quality and steer clear of that store.

Baker et al. (1992); Baker et al. (2002) explained the undermanning theory as an assumption that the
number of employees present in a store has an important role to play in determining customer's mood
and satisfaction. Baker et al. (2002); Grewal et al. (2003) affirmed that undermanning takes place
there are less than required employees in a setting to function properly. Wicker (1973) suggested that
number of employees in a store manipulates customer's perceptions of personal service quality and
consequently, their responses. Grewal et al. (2003) this framework implies that number of store
employees should be higher in order to shorten customers' waiting time by assisting the store to
function well. When customer finds more employees in store, he would expect shorter and
reasonable duration of service delivery resulting in positive anticipation of waiting time. Moreover,
as put by Grewal et al. (2003), crowding has influence on customer's choice of retail store as well.
Crowding has two components which include physical density, objective situation such as number
of people per area unit and negative psychological reactions to physical density

Inference theory (Jones and Davis, 1965) works upon the assumption that high customer density in a
store results in anticipation of longer waiting time in comparison to stores with low density. Wang
(2008) pointed that this theory can be used to explain individual's perceptions as it suggests that in
order to clarify individuals' behaviour towards an object, casual attribution can be based on
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behaviour caused informational cues. Wang (2008) further argued that information can be inferred
from the behaviour in some way when informational cues are generated from the behaviour in
specific situation Huber and McCann (1982); Nisbett and Ross (1980) opined that people form
inferences (attributions) about the unfamiliar things on the basis of obtainable information cues such
as music, crowding, décor, number of salespeople, layout, lightening, noise, etc.According to Bitner
(1992) these cues may affect customer's responses and behaviours. Schiffman (2008) referred to the
process of making inferences about customers own or other people behaviour as attitude formation.

Heider (1958) asserted that attribution theory describes the way people assign causality to events
and form their attitudes on the basis of their own or other people behaviour (Schiffman, 2008; Wang,
2008). Bitner (1990) suggested that attributions are people's perception of causes behind their own
behaviour, others' behaviour or events they get to observe. Schiffman (2008) stated that customers
take help of attribution for evaluating products and services to know why a product or service fulfils
or does not fulfil their expectations. Attribution theory is applied whenever an individual questions
the statement or action of other people in order to determine whether other persons' motives are
favourable to him or not. Finding other person's motives favourable results in his own response
being favourable and vice versa. Schiffman (2008) further stated that customer attributes successful
performance or failure either to product or service, to themselves, to other people, to particular
situation or to some group of those factors. Attributions towards others take place when customer
holds other person responsible for positive or negative product or service performance. Weiner
(1985) posited that people embrace impulsive casual thinking especially in unanticipated and
negative cases. Bitner (1990) categorized the attribution causes into three dimensions: locus
(responsible party), control (responsible party's control over particular case) and stability
(likelihood of repeat occurrence). This can be witnessed in case of service failure where, as put by
Harvey and Weary (1984), lack of explanation leads customers to attribute greater control to the
firm. Bitner (1990) pointed that employee's offer to recompense customer for service failure may
affect attribution. Such an offer may make customer think that company is concerned with its
customers and takes responsibility of not letting such failures happen again. Brown (2004) noted
that attribution theory implies that high expectations result in high level of satisfaction as a customer
experience higher satisfaction under the perception of being successful in achieving a price
reduction.

According to Mahrabian and Russells (1974) stimulus – organism – response theory is based upon
the assumption that the effect of physical environment remains mainly affective and badly designed
store environment decreases the shopping pleasure while incurring physic costs to the customers.

Attribution theory

Stimulus – Organism – ResponseTheory
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They presented a theoretical model of store atmosphere effects on shopping behaviour. Donovan
(1982) posited that retail setting can be described using relevant behaviour Stimulus – Organism –
Response paradigm. Mehrabian and Russell (1974) asserted that all responses to environment can be
classified as either approach or avoidance behaviours. Donovan (1982) noted that approach can be
understood as a wish or willingness to stay in particular environment (physical approach), explore it
(exploratory approach), and communicate with the others present in that environment
(communication approach) whereas avoidance is a desire to escape an environment (physical
avoidance), tendency to evade moving though environment or remain uninterested within
environment (exploratory avoidance), tendency to stay away from interaction with others within
environment or avoid others' attempts at communication (communication avoidance). Donovan
(1982) pointed that degree of approach or avoidance of performance, and satisfaction with task
performances are performance and satisfaction approach and avoidance.

According to Equity theory (Adams, 1965) individuals evaluate numerous factors considered as
inputs and outcomes while judging the fairness of the treatment (under-rewarded or over-rewarded)
they received in comparison to other individuals. Bolino and Turnley (2008) reiterated that
individuals match up their situations with other individual's situations while assessing fairness.
Carrell and Dittrich (1978); Bolino and Turnley (2008) posited that inequity crops up when ratios are
uneven resulting in an experience involving cognitive dissonance. Bolino and Turnley (2008) noted
that individuals find motivation to act in the need to restore equity. The key components of equity
theory are inputs (contribution), outcomes (rewards), referent others (individuals with whom
individual compare their ratio of outcomes to inputs), equity evaluations (comparison that
individuals undergo to find out whether they perceive themselves to be in equitable or inequitable
situation); and reactions to inequity (behavioural or psychological actions of individuals to restore
equity).
Sirohi (1998) argued that customers' perceptions get affected with competing alternatives also and
thus, an increase in value for money of competing stores lead to a drop in customers' perceptions of
value for money in the main store and consequently, their store loyalty. Sirohi (1998) pointed that
stores operating in highly competitive retail environments may witness higher impact of value
perception on store loyalty intentions in comparison to store in less competitive retail environments
which means the higher the competitive intensity, the stronger the impact of value perception on
store loyalty intention.

A retailer's most important tool against competitive pressures of the industry is his customers'
loyalty towards his products, services and store. Since retailing is one of those industries where

EquityTheory

Conclusion
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location plays a remarkably significant role, customer loyalty often gets translated into store loyalty
in retail business. Formation of store loyalty has often been considered a complex process due to the
involvement of several factors ranging as wide as from macro factors such as cultural sentiments to
micro ones like store ambience and customer's own resources. Limited resources result in customers
engaging into cherry picking behaviour which adversely affects their store loyalty intentions to a
considerable extent. Income and time related constraints have to be taken into account while
examining the level of loyalty towards a store as a customer tends to offset the limited availability of
time with choosing to visit same store over and over again in order to save the time spent in searching
and trying out multiple stores.
Another factor which has the potential to affect the customers' store loyalty is adequate number of
employees in the store who can reduce their waiting time thereby improving their overall shopping
experience. However, crowding in terms of customers may reduce the willingness to shop in a
particular store as customers tend to anticipate higher waiting time in case of a store already crowded
with customers. It happens due to individuals' tendency to draw inferences about unavailable
information from the information cues available in the environment. Failure is an unavoidable part
of any business and so is the case with retail stores. However, timely actions of recovery may result
in customer attributing failure to the situational factors beyond the control of the store. Store loyalty
also depends on the physical ambience of the store and customers' perception of value they receive
from a particular store.
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